SB 1

AN ACT relating to the delivery of education and care for children. EMERGENCY

5:04:09 PM

YEAS: 70
NAYS: 25
ABSTAINED: 0
NOT VOTING: 3

YEAS: 70
Baker    Dotson    Heath    Massey    Reed
Banta    DuPlessis Heavrin    McCool    Riley
Bechler  Elliott    Huff T    McCoy    Rowland
Bentley  Fischer    Imes    McPherson    Rudy
Blanton  Fister    Johnson    Meade    Santoro
Bowling  Flannery    King    Meredith    Sharp
Branscum Fleming    Kirk McCormick    Miles    Sheldon
Bratcher  Frazier    Koch    Miller J    Tate
Bray     Freeland    Koenig    Moser    Thomas
Bridges  Fugate    Lawrence    Nemes    Tipton
Calloway Gooch    Lewis D    Osborne    Upchurch
Decker   Hale    Lewis S    Petrie    Webber
Dixon    Hart    Lockett    Pratt    Wesley
Dossett  Hatton    Maddox    Prunty    White

NAYS: 25
Bojanowski Flood    Marzian    Raymond    Tackett Laferty
Brown    Gentry    Meeks    Roberts    Timoney
Burch    Graham    Miller C    Scott    Westrom
Cantrell Jenkins    Minter    Stevenson C    Wheatley
Donohue  Kulkarni    Palumbo    Stevenson P    Willner

ABSTAINED: 0

NOT VOTING: 3
Huff R    Rabourn    Smith